Stack & Whack
Linda Johansen
758 - 9333 e: lindajo@peak.org
Supply List:
sewing machine in good working order
2 + extra filled bobbins
quilting pins for piecing
scissors for thread cutting
flat or flower head pins
rotary rulers: 61/2" x 24" or 61/2" x 18"

thread
heavy duty spray starch
rotary cutter
large cutting mat
seam ripper

extra irons would be very helpful for class use
Snacks or Liquid to drink in class if desired
Fabric:
8 full repeats of a main fabric - (use the manufacturers writing on the selvage of the
fabric to determine a repeat)
Choose a print with a repeat of at least 13". A longer repeat is better.
Background: 4 ¾ yard for Queen size, 2 yards for wall hanging.
Call Linda if you have questions!
All fabric should be washed (and ironed as needed) and ready for the first night of
class.
Store staff can help with questions and fabric choices, please ask!!!
I am also available and happy to help. Please call me if you have questions! I want
your class experienced to be the best it can.
Required Book: (one)
Magic Stack & Whack by Bethany S. Reynolds
LJ 3/03

Preparation for Class:
Main Fabric:
A large fairly busy print will give more variations in the stars (blocks). The more variety
of textures it has, the better. Feel free to call or email me if you have any questions. I
want you to get a top that you like!
A small print will give you less variety in the stars.

To prepare fabric for class:
Tear the fabric lengthwise down the fold - this will give you two long narrow pieces.
Iron one of these from the back of the fabric, using the heavy duty spray starch. Spray
well and iron dry with a dry iron.
If you are comfortable with tearing it into the repeats, this will maximize your class
times. To do this, pick an item on the edge of the fabric and go along the fabric until
that same spot appears again. Tear at this spot for each repeat. A great way to know
it is a full repeat is to check the writing and color dots on the selvage!
Once you have the repeats torn, spray them with starch from the back. Let the piece
sit for a moment for the starch to absorb, then iron it dry.
Spray your background fabric with starch also.
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